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Abstract
With the increasing use and multiplication of component platforms, the methods for safe adaptation of components will become of greater importance in the future. Facing this problem, we propose to ensure adaptation safety by abstracting away properties. We define a metamodel for adaptable components on which we describe safety properties independently from component platforms.
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1 Introduction

To improve software productivity and quality, and to reduce complexity, skill requirements and development costs, development by assembly has supplanted development by programming. A solution to support rapid software evolution is to construct software systems from reusable components. Through this approach, the architecture of a system is described as component assemblies along with the interactions among these components. However, application evolution is often unforeseen. Hence systems also need to be evermore dynamically adaptable to meet the demands of new kinds of application domains such as mobility whose execution needs to take into account runtime application aspects (variation in the use context of an application, platform connectivity, available resources, user localization, and so on).

A number of component models and component platforms based on these models are emerging to support adaptability. By comparing some component models [22], [14], [6], [19], [16], [8], [23], we can see that they do not provide the same kinds of adaptation (add/remove functionality, change behavior of
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a functionality, alter component assembly, etc). Moreover, same adaptations may be implemented differently in distinct component models. For example, CCM [14] bases its assembly adaptation on binding modifications, SOFA [19] and Fractal [6] on containment compositions, ACEEL [23] on automaton compositions, and Noah [4] on interaction pattern applications. One problem with these approaches is that each adaptation process implies modifying components. Although runtime adaptations often lead the application to an unsafe state, the problem of determining the safety of component dynamic adaptations has received, in our opinion, little attention of needed.

With the increasing use of software components and the multiplication of component platforms, the methods for safe adaptation of components will become of greater importance in the future. Facing this problem, we propose to ensure adaptation safety by abstracting away properties. We have chosen to work at a meta level: we define a metamodel for adaptable components on which we describe safety properties independently from component platforms. This generic approach is usable by any existing component platform to make dynamic adaptations safer.

Section 2 presents how the safety of dynamic adaptations is handled in existing component models. Section 3 describes a metamodel, which highlights the key elements involved in component adaptations. Section 4 presents safety properties. The last section concludes and presents future work.

2 Safety of Dynamic Adaptation in Component Models

Existing component models, which allow dynamic adaptations, highlight various kinds of adaptations. As the set of adaptation cases is too large, our proposal focuses on the more frequently encountered component adaptations: adding or removing a functionality to a component, composing new actions with the previous ones associated to a component functionality, and modifying a component assembly. We have selected component models that we believe to be representative of the kinds of adaptations we are interested in and which lack adaptation safety. To conclude the section, we will see what can be made safer according to this state of the art analysis.

CCM. The CCM model [14] defines a component framework to design, produce, deploy, and run distributed heterogeneous component based applications. It provides new solutions to exhibit component interconnections, to separate functional and non-functional aspects, and to deploy components. According to the CCM specification, it is dynamically possible to load components into generic container servers, to create instances and then to interconnect these instances by means of an assembly. This assembly information is defined in the CCM to be static. Indeed, the Component Assembly Descriptor defines which components to use and how to interconnect them. However, it is possible to change connections during the life time of a component instance as far as it respects connection conformity. Nevertheless, the component model
does not provide means to check that the behavior of the new component conforms the behavior of the one replaced.

**SOFA.** SOFA [19] is a component model which allows an application to be composed of a set of dynamically hierarchical updatable components. The strength of the SOFA model is in the use of behavioral protocols [1]. Behavioral protocols describe how components can be used: the behavior of a SOFA component is the set of all traces, which can be produced by the component. SOFA allows one kind of adaptation: assembly modification. Through protocols, when replacing a component, we can check that the new one can be used in the same manner as the one replaced. Another characteristic of the model is that adaptation events are also included in behavior specification of components to indicate precise moments where any adaptation can occur. The begin event and the end event of potential adaptations are integrated into protocol traces so that they do not follow a request event on the component being adapted and so that there can be no other event between them. Thus, SOFA components do not need to be stopped, while being adapted, in contrast to ACEEL components (see description in the next paragraph). Nevertheless, the programmer has in charge to define the “right points” of adaptations in protocols, and no tool is provided to check that the adaptation method calls are in the “right place”. Moreover, no distinction can be made between different kinds of adaptation: the moments allowing an adaptation to occur are the same for all adaptations.

**ACEEL.** ACEEL [23] is a framework allowing components to be dynamically adapted to variations of mobile environments. ACEEL components reify their adaptation needs like an automaton whose states represent execution conditions and whose transitions represent a significant variation in the environment and determine the adaptation to be performed when the variation occurs. Two types of adaptation may be performed. The first one consists in changing the value of some elements of the internal state of the component. The second one consists in replacing the implementation of the component. ACEEL takes into account synchronization when reconfiguring several components and consistency among automata of components. However, the composition of behaviors remains difficult and error prone since the composition must be managed ad-hoc by the programmer at the level of the automata. On the other hand, as for the CCM model and Fractal [6], replacing an implementation by another one does not guarantee that the behavior described in the new component implementation will conform the behavior described in the one replaced. The ACEEL framework implements a mechanism to enforce waiting until the end of ongoing requests before adapting components. This is not adequate because a method may never end.

**Noah.** Noah [4] is a framework providing a dynamic adaptation layer over the EJB [22]. The framework allows the programmer to express the interactions between components declaratively and externally to components via the ISL language [18]. By describing interaction rules between components, the
programmer can modify the behavior of components dynamically. Components participating in an interaction rule are defined by type names but no type checking is carried out. Hence, if a functionality that is required in an interaction rule is missing, no warning is given until the functionality is called. A merging operation based on ISL operators is used to compose a set of rules applied to a component. Since the merging operation is commutative, applying a set of rules to a component always results in equivalent behavior and does not depend on a particular order.

**Synthesis.** In conclusion, each component model checks the safety of some adaptations. But the validations are not systematically performed, and the techniques used to validate the modifications are often ad-hoc or are in charge of the programmer. By comparing such component models, we conclude that existing solutions cannot be used everywhere to determine the safety of the three kinds of adaptations:

- **Type evolution consistency:** if we consider that the component type corresponds to the set of functionalities it offers, then we can compare this need to a change of the component type during its life cycle. However, work on typing as defined in Object Oriented applications [8] are not sufficient to validate type evolutions during execution.

- **Behavior composition coherence:** associating new behavior to a functionality should not imply contradictory or non deterministic execution of the functionality. Mechanisms used for functionality composition in metamodeling [12] or in AOP [16] should be extended to take into account behavior composition coherence.

- **Assembly soundness:** is the connectivity correct and complete? Is it possible to call an unknown functionality? Is a component missing in an assembly or of an inadequate type? ADLs [10] are insufficient to guarantee that dynamic changes will be applied to the executing system in a safety manner. They ensure assembly validity only for initial constructions.

In addition, adaptation-related modifications are often carried out programmatically as for the CCM [14], Fractal [6], SOFA [19] and ACEEL [23]. Hence, we can only detect errors after the modifications have been performed and we lose a degree in the application safety. On the other hand, no effort has been done to support safety when performing adaptation-related modifications. Some component models try to determine when it is safe to adapt components. ACEEL [23] and Fractal [6] require components to be stopped during adaptation. SOFA [19] proposes to determine a priori the moments of adaptation. But these techniques are not appropriate: the first worsen performance of the system and is too drastic, the second is too constraining and not enough flexible.

Our proposal to making the adaptation process safer is to identify: 1) *what* are the criteria of safe adaptations, 2) *when* do adaptations have to be carried out and 3) *how* do the modifications associated to a given adaptation have to
be performed. We believe that these questions can be answered by determining “safety properties” (section 4.1). Then, our approach is based on a metamodel for adaptable components (section 3) using UML [15], which allows us to set the vocabulary. In addition, we define OCL [24] constraints, which are checked on class instances (section 4.2) to ensure the safety properties.

3 A Metamodel for Adaptable Components

An informal definition of each element of the metamodel is given in this section. To illustrate the metamodel, we will consider, as a running example, 1) diary components which provide functionalities to add, remove, and consult appointments, 2) database components which provide functionalities to memorize and restore states and to synchronize data.

A role (figure 1) has a name and describes component properties. There are two kinds of roles. A generic role expresses properties that the components participating in a collaboration must exhibit as for UML interfaces [15] or role modeling [3], [21]. For example, AttributeManager is a generic role that offers generic getters and setters functionalities. A concrete role is associated with a particular component in contrast to generic roles. It describes what is provided and required as well as the adaptations done on the component. It must not be confused with classical typing approaches [8] because it supports dynamic features additionally and it may be seen as a metaobject controlling the behavior of its component like Peschanski roles [17]. Examples of concrete roles will be done in the remainder of this section. Note that generic roles can be seen as formal parameters (of methods) and concrete roles as parameter value.

Fig. 1. UML representation of roles

Each port (figure 2) is determined by a signature: an expression to name the port, a set of parameter roles and possibly a return role. We distinguish two types of ports. A port with a name captures and handles a particular functionality addressed to the component. A port with an expression can only be defined in a generic role and may correspond to a set of functionalities.

For example, the AttributeManager generic role has two provided ports: get*(Any) and set*(Any) where get* (resp. set*) is an expression represent-
ing getters (resp. setters) functionalities and Any is a special generic role representing all possible roles. The BasicDiary concrete role, associated with diary components, has three provided ports: addMeeting(Meeting), removeMeeting() and searchFor(Date): Meeting. The DataBase concrete role, associated with database components, has four provided ports: load(): BasicDiary, store(BasicDiary), lock(BasicDiary) and unlock(BasicDiary).

Note that BasicDiary (resp. DataBase) can be both a generic and concrete role: it will be 1) a generic role when determining the role of a parameter (with provided/required features), and 2) a concrete role when associated with a component (with not only provided/required features but also adaptation features) but, in fact, it will not be the same role.

Fig. 2. UML representation of ports

A template (figure 3) defines a category of components and instantiates components. An implantation (figure 3) is the representation, at the metamodel level, of the component code (classes, descriptors, ...) described in a specific component model. Details regarding the implementation are abstracted away, hiding internal activity. We only focus on the adaptability part of a component: implantation only holds ports that can be adapted and called within an adaptation.

Fig. 3. UML representation of template, implantation and component

A component (figure 3) is an instance of a template, a unit of execution. A component is associated with concrete roles (myDiary is associated with a BasicDiary role and myDB with a DataBase role), which can be seen as view points similar to RM-ODP [9] and CCM [14]. In contrast with these work, we can use a component according to a subset of its roles simultaneously. At any
time, the roles of a component reflect its interactions with the environment. The roles of a component evolve in time by adaptation. All the components instantiated from a given template initially have the same associated roles but the roles of two components evolve independently.

We believe that describing adaptations is better than programming because it checks for safety before performing the modifications associated with adaptations. Then, an adaptation pattern (figure 4) describes explicitly what an adaptation is: it allows to express the effect of an adaptation on the structure and on the behavior of components. An adaptation pattern has a name and defines a set of adaptation rules (see the definition below) on generic roles (its parameters).

![UML diagram](image)

Fig. 4. UML representation of adaptation pattern

For example, the way to make a component persistent is to define an adaptation pattern (see the code, written in an ISL-like style [18], below). The PersistencePattern takes two parameters: the role of components we want to make persistent and the role of components providing the persistent storage. The ComponentToPersist generic role has three provided ports: add*(Any), remove*(Any) and search(Any): Any. The PersistentSupport generic role has four provided ports: load(): Any, store(Any), lock(Any) and unlock(Any). Then, we can use this adaptation pattern with diary and database components: diaries notify a database of actions performed. Note that any component providing a searchFor port and two ports whose name begins with add and remove can be made persistent using this pattern. Similarly, any kind of persistence support can be used providing that they offer load and store ports.

```
PersistencePattern(ComponentToPersist ctp, PersistenceSupport ps)
1. ctp.add*(Any a) -> ctp.add*(a); ps.store(ctp)
2. ctp.remove*(Any a) -> ctp.remove*(a); ps.store(ctp)
3. ctp.searchFor(Any a) : (Any aa) -> ps.load(ctp); ctp.searchFor(a)
4. new ctp.lock() -> ps.lock(ctp)
5. new ctp.unlock() -> ps.unlock(ctp)
```

3 The "::" operator stands for port sequencing.
The operation of adaptation consists in applying an adaptation pattern to a set of components. The operation modifies a subset of the roles of the participating components and may add required components to some of the participating components (in this case an assembly is created). The operation also creates an adaptation instance (figure 5) that has a name, comprises components and provides navigability functionalities between participants. To apply an adaptation pattern is a reversible action. Thus, we can undo the modifications carried out to the roles of the components (withdrawal of added ports/roles, suppression of the controls applied to adaptation ports, destruction of component assemblies, . . .).

Fig. 5. UML representation of adaptation instance

An adaptation rule (figure 6) describes explicitly what modifications on components are expected and the link between components. Adaptation rules can be seen as an abstraction of declarative adaptation techniques such as [2], [5] or [4]. According to the Medvidovic software connector classification [11], they can also be understood as implicit connectors with ADL connection ends (generic roles) that are attached to ADL ports/interfaces (concrete roles). A rule is defined on a particular parameter of the adaptation pattern. Rules of adaptation can be of three categories: 1) a control rule consists in modifying the behavior of component ports, 2) a new port rule consists in adding a provided port to component roles, and 3) a new role rule consists in adding a new role to components.

Fig. 6. UML representation of adaptation rules
For example, *PersistencePattern* (see the code above) defines five rules: three control rules (1 to 3) and two new port rules (4 and 5). In this example, all rules are defined on the componentToPersist role parameter. Suppose we apply *PersistencePattern* to *myDiary* as ComponentToPersist and to *myBD* as PersistenceSupport. Then the BasicDiary role of *myDiary* is modified and new features appear in it.

Up to now, we have only seen one kind of port that represent provided features. A set of *provided ports* can be seen as an UML 2.0 provided port or a CCM facet. Adaptation rules involve two new kind of ports: *emitted ports* and *adaptation ports* (figure 7). An emitted port appears in a role when a component requires this port to perform an action. But, whereas an UML 2.0 required port and a CCM receptacle reflects the required functionalities of a component at design time, emitted ports only deal with requirements at adaptation time. Note that when an emitted port \((p, r)\) is added in a role \(r'\) then the role of the receiver \(r\) of \(p\) is also added to the set of *required component roles* (figure 7) of \(r'\). An adaptation port is a provided or an emitted port whose behavior has been altered using *controls* (figure 8).

Each kind of adaptation rule expresses modifications on components. A *control rule* alters the behavior associated with a port. The component roles will be modified as follows: 1) addition of an adaptation port, 2) addition of the emitted ports associated with the adaptation port, 3) addition of the required components roles.

According to rules 1, 2 and 3 of *PersistencePattern*, three adaptation ports are added to the BasicDiary role of *myDiary*: \((\text{addMeeting}, \text{self}, ct1)\), \((\text{removeMeeting}, \text{self}, ct2)\), \((\text{getMeetings}, \text{self}, ct3)\) where \(\text{self}\) represents the currently considered role of the component (see the value of \(ct1\) in figure 9). Two emitted ports are also added to BasicDiary: \((\text{store}, \text{DataBase})\) and \((\text{load}, \text{DataBase})\). The role *DataBase* of the required component *myDB* is also added.
A new port rule adds a port to a component. The component roles will be modified as follows: 1) addition of a provided port to the set of provided ports. 2) addition of an adaptation port to the set of adaptation ports in order to give a code definition for this port. A new role rule adds a role to a component. The component will be modified as follows: addition of a new role (comprising new provided ports and their associated adaptation ports) to the set of roles of the component.

According to rules 4 and 5, two new provided ports are added to myDiary’s BasicDiary: lock and unlock. Two adaptation ports are added: (lock, self, ct4) and (lock, self, ct5), two emitted ports are added: (lock, DataBase) and (unlock, DataBase). This time, the role DataBase of myDB does not need to be added as it has already been added. After applying PersistencePattern to myDiary and to myDB, each addMeeting (or removeMeeting) call on myDiary is preceded by a store call on myDB.

4 Safety Properties

Section 4.1 informally outlines the expected properties to answer the three safety questions: What, When and How (see section 2). Section 4.2 describes how to use OCL [24] to express the safety properties on the metamodel classes.
4.1 Informal Definitions

“What” properties: Here, we detail five safety properties, which have to be guaranteed before an adaptation can be performed. These properties can be understood as criteria that determine if a given adaptation is safe or not.

- $P_1$: The adaptation conserves initial roles of a component. This property is important to avoid errors due to a call to an unknown functionality. If the BasicDiary role initially provides three ports corresponding to functionalities of adding, removing and consulting meetings then a component which initially presents the BasicDiary role will always be able to answer requests from these three functionalities.

- $P_2$: The adaptation creates only valid assemblies: each required functionality is offered.

- $P_3$: The adaptation takes into account component’s semantic of use: Even if two components offer structurally-equivalent ports, they may not be interchangeable in term of use. A log component cannot be used where a database component is required (even if they offer the same “store” port).

- $P_4$: The adaptation does not introduce functionality conflicts: adaptation rule composition coherence. Multiple adaptations of a component may lead to delegate the responsibility of handling a functionality to different entities, which may introduce an incompatibility.

- $P_5$: The adaptation warns about cycle detection. Let consider three components $a$, $b$ and $c$. $a$ has been adapted to delegate the responsibility of handling the $m$ functionality to $b$. $b$ has been adapted to notify $c$ (that is: $b$ calls $n$ on $c$) every time $m$ is called on $b$. Now suppose that $c$ is adapted to delegate the responsibility of handling the $n$ functionality to $a$. Then a cycle is introduced by propagation indirectly.

“When” properties: After determining that a given adaptation is safe, the next step is to detect when it is safe to actually carry out the adaptation. A major criterion identifying a potentially “proper” moment is that there should be no communication between the components to be adapted and their environment. But there is always an operation in execution. Then this criterion implies requiring the termination of the currently executing operation before handling an adaptation. This is neither pertinent as it may take quite a long time, nor sufficient as the modifications should not break the execution of one contiguous unit of work.

“How” properties: As for database applications, an adaptation has to be performed as an ACID transaction.

4.2 A Step towards Formalization

Our approach to guaranteeing the properties over the metamodel is to describe constraints in OCL [24], which must be satisfied by class instances. The OCL constraints that formalize the five “What” properties listed in section 4.1, correspond to a set of preconditions, postconditions and invariants on methods and classes of the metamodel. All the OCL expressions corresponding to these properties...
constraints can be found in [13]. Next table summarizes how each property is ensured and on which elements of the metamodel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>Elements concerned</th>
<th>Functionalities used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>A1, A2, A4, A7</td>
<td>Template, Component, AdaptationPattern</td>
<td>IsSuperRoleOf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>A5, A10</td>
<td>AdaptationPattern, AdaptationInstance</td>
<td>containsDependencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Template, Role, Component, Implantation</td>
<td>IsSuperRoleOf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>A8</td>
<td>AdaptationPattern</td>
<td>CanApplyTo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>A6, A9</td>
<td>AdaptationPattern</td>
<td>containsNoCycleFrom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, we describe the OCL constraints that validate properties “initial role conservation” $p_1$ and “valid assemblies construction” $p_2$. $A_1$, $A_2$, $A_4$ and $A_7$ (resp. $A_5$ and $A_{10}$) are the translation in “natural language” of the OCL constraints that guarantee $p_1$ (resp. $p_2$).

- $A_1$: Any component required in a given role must always correspond to this role. This constraint can evolve in time.
- $A_2$: Any template connects a set of roles to an implantation so that each port of the roles is associated to a definition code.
- $A_4$: Any component “can always answer” to functionalities associated with its roles.
- $A_7$: Before applying an adaptation pattern to a sequence of components, the role of the involved components must conform to the parameter roles of the pattern.
- $A_5$: To each port emitted in direction of a given required component role $r$, corresponds a provided port of $r$.
- $A_{10}$: A pattern with a role or port addition rule cannot be unapplied to a set of components if, at least, another pattern instance adapts or uses the given added ports of the same component.

In constraint $A_5$ (see the corresponding OCL expression below), the $\text{conforms}$ operation checks that a port $p$ conforms another port $p'$. For a space preoccupation, we do not give OCL expression for operations substitutions expression here but, informally, conformity between ports corresponds to: name matching, for example, $\text{getX}$ matches the $\text{get}*$ regular expression; contravariance on parameters roles; and covariance on return role if defined. Conformity between roles ($\text{isSuperRoleOf}$ operation) refers to a typing relation, which is satisfied when: for each provided port $p$ of super role $r$, there is a provided port $p'$ of sub role $r'$ and $p'$ conforms $p$ (and if $r$ or $r'$ is a generic port: for each emitted port $p$ of $r$, there is an emitted port $p'$ of $r'$ and $p'$ conforms $p$).

Then, the OCL precondition $A_{5a}$ guarantees that for all rules, for each port emitted $ep$ in direction of a role $r$, there is a provided port of $r$ that conforms $ep$ or $ep$ is a port added to $r$ within the current pattern.

```java
context AdaptationPattern::createFrom(
    roles :Sequence(GenericRole),
    rules : Collection(AdaptationRule)) : AdaptationPattern
pre A5a:
    rules->forAll(ru | ru.getEmettedPorts() ->forAll(ep | ep.oclAsType(EmettedPort).target.providedPorts ->exists(  ```
In constraint $A_{10}$ (see the corresponding OCL expression below), the containsDependancies operation checks if an added port of the adaptation instance is used or adapted in another adaptation instance. We cannot remove the adaptation instance until there are no more dependencies.

```
context AdaptationInstance::remove()
    pre A10:
    self.pattern.rules->forAll(ru |
    if ruoclIsTypeOf(NewPortRule) then
    not self.containsDependancies(ruoclAsType(NewPortRule))
    else if ruoclIsTypeOf(NewRoleRule) then
    ruoclAsType(NewRoleRule).newPortRules->forAll(npr | not
    self.containsDependancies(npr))
    else true endif endif)
```

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown that to determine the safety of dynamic adaptations of components we have to answer three questions: 1) what are the criteria of safe adaptations, 2) when do adaptations have to be carried out and 3) how do the modifications associated to a given adaptation have to be performed. Our approach is to define “safety properties” to be fulfilled by components and adaptations. Then, we have proposed a metamodel for adaptable components using UML [15], and “What” properties have been ensured using OCL [24] constraints attached to the metamodel classes.

Independence from middleware allows us to prove the properties formally and then prevent from runtime adaptation problems in each component model where the properties are projected. The validation of the safety properties is reduced to the validation of the sampler assumptions described by OCL constraints. The validation of the OCL constraints consist in proving that they are consistent with respect to the property they have to guarantee. It has been done using simulation techniques [20]. The validation of the metamodel itself has been investigated by instantiating it to two component frameworks: Fractal [6] and Noah [4]. This work has helped us to evaluate how much the

\(^5\) Constraint value domain and property value domain must be the same.
approach is reusable because we have chosen, as projection targets, two very different component models. For further details on these validations, see [13].

Future work will consist of the consolidation and the extension of the metamodel and its safety properties. Indeed, the metamodel should be easily extensible to new kinds of adaptation. In particular, we will take into account communication mode switching [7]. On the other hand, we will make a prototype of a generic safety service that ensures “What” and “How” properties.
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